
HOW MUCH ART CAN YOU TAKE? 
I go to an art museum

It’s more like a mausoleum
— Really Red, “No Art In Houston”

The term “Hardcore art” is an oxymoron. Hardcore types fancied themselves 
dismissive of all art. Theirs was an essentially undecorated, unadorned world. Yet the 
term will be useful herein.

Hardcore communicated through low-tech graphics that read as art. Appropriated 
shards of advertising and photojournalism comprised stark stylistic hodge-podges 
announcing shows and records. The graphics, 
like the music, challenged brain-dead 
consumers, Reagan’s government, and multi-
national corporations. 

WINSTON SMITH (artist): There was a drive to 
get away from fine, finished-looking work that looked 
like it came out of a record company art department. 
Instead of creating overblown work that makes the 
individual feel smaller, Hardcore made the individual 
feel included. It was not a glamour trip; the artwork 
was chaotic and spontaneous.

Hardcore kids dismissed art as a bourgeois 
indulgence. Of course enough of it seeped into 
the mix to encourage an identifiable art style 
fusing collage, illustration and typography, 
almost always in black-and-white. A tribal 
iconography manifested itself in distinct 
record covers and gig flyers, with a politically 
incorrectness proclaiming, “This is hard-core.” 

GLENN DANZIG (The Misfits): It had a definite 
look and style — there’s an art to brutality. That’s why 
certain boxers are better than others — there’s an art.

Hardcore fans claimed to hate 
anything with “art school” pretense 
or pseudo-intellectualism, and felt 
“arty” types lacked intensity. The 
word “art” itself aroused ill will, 
implying snobbery. SSD’s “How 
Much Art Can You Take?” shot to 
scene prominence as a statement of 
HC’s schism with the art world.

DAVE SMALLEY (DYS, Dag Nasty): 
There was a big gap between us and the 
art fags. They thought we were jocks, 
basically.

True to Hardcore’s anti-art 
attitude, no subject was sacred or 
taboo. At that point in history, a 

Example of Hardcore era art
Flyer for Wasted Youth Reagan’s In album, 1981

Collection of the author

7 Seconds by Brian Walsby
from Walk Together, Rock Together, Positive Force, 1985

Collection of Sal Canzonieri
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large supply of Vietnam-era mags offered plenty of war photos which, when mixed 
with porno, celebrities, mushroom clouds and cut-out type, made for arresting 
presentations. Photos of President Reagan loomed as iconographic metaphors for 
repression. Angry political themes merged with B-movie imagery. Assassinations, 
abortions, atrocities, auto wrecks — it was all there, degraded by countless 
generations of Xeroxing. 

SAL CANZONIERI (NYHC scene): 
The copy machine was an art tool. You 
cut stuff from all different sources, both 
funny and serious, and mixed them 
together. You did hand lettering and then 
glued it all together. Then the copying 
machine was used to make the flyers look 
altered, by playing with the light and 
darkness settings. Everything had to look 
exciting and ferocious without the use 
of color, since most of the early copying 
machines then were black ink only. Some 
people were able to draw, and they made 
illustrated flyers that people started 
to collect. The Xeroxed Winston Smith 
poster style spawned most of the flyers 
— political events or people taken out of 
context and desecrated in some way.

HC scene artists emulated the 
music’s immediacy with quick, sloppy, angry 
creations. Central to their artistic impulse 
was the rise of the marker pen, or “magic 
marker.” Also, the ever-growing number of 
Xerox copiers allowed them to easily make 
hundreds of show flyers. Letter-size paper 
used in copiers became the standard format. 
Xeroxed flyers became a prime source of 
information in local undergrounds.

ART CHANTRY (Seattle artist): The flyer was 
the primary source of communication. You could tell 
by its rotten, crappy, scrappy style that it was either 
what you didn’t want to go to, or what you wanted 
to go to. A couple of dozen flyers could pack a joint 
because everyone saw it and word of mouth passed. 
It was another way of talking to each other. 

WINSTON SMITH: Flyers just require a flat 
surface; you didn’t have to pay anyone to advertise. 
It’s totally illegal to wheatpaste on walls, but unless 
you got caught right under someone’s nose, there 
was nothing they could do about it. It was always 
satisfying to see that someone tried to rip them down. 
You couldn’t tell if they were offended or they thought 
it was really cool and wanted to take it home. 

Cover illustration from MDC, Multi-Death Corporation,  
R Radical, 1983

Art by Vince Ransid
Collection of Sal Canzonieri

TIM KERR (Big Boys): Flyers were as big as the bands themselves in Austin. Down here 
we were just doing flyers to piss people off, mostly the frats and stuff. We’d take pictures 
from the local paper of a hazing incident, promptly cut out that picture, and make flyers 
with a line like, “I’m a big dumb-ass,” and hang ’em 
everywhere. But nobody could figure out who was 
behind it. It was about being involved and trying to 
make a change, or trying to get a reaction. That’s 
where we were at.

Spraypaint also provided an effective means 
of communication. Black Flag quickly became 
LA’s most notorious band by spraying their 
name and logo on virtually every highway 
overpass and abandoned building. NYHC kids 
got known for graffiti “tagging.”

Bunch of used parts
From garbage pails everywhere

— Dead Kennedys, “Your Emotions”

As throughout Rock history, artists allied 
themselves with bands. Roger Dean and his 
illustrations for Yes albums is an example. In 
Hardcore you had Winston Smith with Dead 
Kennedys, Raymond Pettibon with Black Flag, 
Shawn Kerri with Circle Jerks, Mad Marc Rude 
with Battalion Of Saints, and Brian “Pushead” 
Schroeder with his group Septic Death. 

The partnership between Jello Biafra and 
Winston Smith — who’d roadied for Santana, 
Journey and CS&N — worked well: Smith’s 
political-collage style translated Biafra’s satiric 
ideas into visual reality.

WINSTON SMITH: Collage is an expression of angst; 
it’s quick, fast and easy. It graphically looks chaotic 
and disorganized. It was like, “Listen to me!” — which 
is also what the music was all about. It’s not any easier 
than painting or sculpture, but was a quick way for 
people to render an image without having to learn how 
to draw like Raphael. They could just pick out a picture 
and put something next to it. Collage had this vandal 
appeal. You were destroying something that someone 
else had made, then you were substituting your own 
slant on it.

Through his work reproduced by Black Flag 
and SST Records, Raymond Pettibon created 
the era’s most recognizable style. His hideous 
ink drawings with dour captions echoed the 
bands’ hateful, listless mindsets. Arcane wisdom 
acquired in pursuit of his economics degree 
imbued Pettibon’s work with irony and pathos.

Pushead flyer for Wilson Center show, 1982
Not all bands advertised played

Collection of the author

Example of Hardcore art
Flyer for Marginal Man, Iron Cross, The Faith, 

Hall Of Nations, DC, 1983
 Collection of the author

Flyer announcing 7” EP by The Lust, 1982
Collection of the author
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RAYMOND PETTIBON (artist): I haven’t spoken to SST 
in ten years-plus — I’m written out of their history. I don’t 
want to get into all this ’cause it just continues something 
that I don’t want to be a part of now and didn’t want to 
be a part of then. The first and last time I ever advertised 
anything, it was my brother’s [Greg Ginn] idea. It was 
advertised in Slash magazine — I sold one copy. I have 
nothing in print and none of it ever’s going to go back in 
print. If anyone wanted it, they could have gotten it then. 
Face it, I have a very tenuous relationship with the music. 
Who gives a fuck about cover art? Those who do couldn’t 
name one important real artist if their life depended on it.

Rock & Roll is such a powerful medium — your work 
can be in museums and galleries around the world and it 
all comes back to a record album. It gets annoying after 
awhile. I didn’t consider myself an illustrator, cartoonist, 
or poster artist. That stuff just ended up on those posters 
or record covers because I knew people in bands who 
wanted to put it there. I never did them on commission. 
They’d choose the ones that were the most violent and 
offensive. I didn’t draw them for an art director. At the 
time, I was getting sick of it because they’d always choose 
my worst stuff. It was never what I meant to do. If I could 
do it all over, I’d say, “Let me do it as cover art, something 
that makes sense within the form.” None were done as 
cover art. These bands wanted really nasty artwork.

Pushead came to prominence for his skull-filled 
drawings. He single-handedly put Boise on the 
Hardcore map, promoting gigs, playing in bands 
and networking. He flourished as a Thrasher 
columnist, and as the mag’s music editor. His 
sketched skulls, all seemingly alive, transcended 
HC with his Metallica cover artwork.

WINSTON SMITH: Pushead was important in that scene 
because his work superseded the mundane skull-and-
crossbones. His execution was finely done. The work that 
was done well like that legitimized the scene. If someone’s 
good at what they’re doing, the message gets across.

PUSHEAD (artist): I had no idea that drawings I did in 
1981 would make people wanna get a tattoo of it today. I 
had no idea, I was just sitting at home and drawing skulls.

Sean Taggart got known for his NYHC show 
flyers for Agnostic Front and Cro-Mags.

SEAN TAGGART (artist): I was a cartoonist. Because 
I was involved in the scene, I was constantly drawing 
fictional Hardcore characters. Kevin [Parris] was a 
cartoonist and we started doing Hardcore comics. When 
he got into the Cro-Mags, he dismissed his art talent. He 
made a conscious decision to be a musician and asked me 

Raymond Pettibon 
booklet cover illustration 

Just Happy To Be Working, SST, 1983
Collection of the author

Winston Smith
record cover graphics

 Dead Kennedys, In God We Trust, Inc.  
Alternative Tentacles, 1981

Collection of the author

to do flyers for them. That’s what got me known 
as the East Coast Hardcore artist, doing Cro-Mags 
flyers. I knew Roger from Agnostic Front; I did a 
cover for them, then I was doing art for everybody. 
I was only 19 and people really appreciated what 
I did. I was a little wimpy kid but all these tough 
guys kept me around because I was a cartoonist 
— and when I got drunk I was really insane; they 
enjoyed that.
 

Historically, art movements embodied 
evolution and progression. Every era 
fostered an aesthetic upon which 
subsequent generations improved. Hardcore 
art, on the other hand, celebrated being 
unhip and not happening. Like the scene 
itself, Hardcore art was totally primal. 

GEORGE PETROS (artist/writer): Hardcore 
artists wanted to bum people out by hurting 
them or by shaming them into accepting some 
painful “reality.” Only the most brutal art, often 
assembled with minimal graphic skills, could 
assure that Hardcore’s new values prevailed.

Such an energetic confluence of social 
currents and artistic angst can never again 
occur. The art lives on.

Flyer for Necros, Dove, Hose, Space II Arcade, DC, 1983
Art by Steven Blush

Flyer for Fuck Ups, D.R.I., Verbal Abuse
Tool And Die, SF, 1983

Pushead flyer for DC Hardcore show, Wilson Center, 1982
Artificial Peace, GI, Black Market Baby, The Faith, 

Collection of Ken Inouye
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Crucifucks, Born Without A Face
Faces, Detroit, December 1985

Collection of the author

Pushead art for Fear, Meatmen, 
Clutch Cargos, Detroit, March 1982

Collection of Andy Wendler

Void, Government Issue, Artificial Peace (cancelled), 
CBGB, March 1982
Collection of Laura Albert

Channel 3, Austistic Behavior, 
Love Hall, Philly, January 1983

Collection of Rob Joseph

Agnostic Front, Violent Children, Gilligan’s Revenge, 
CBGB, April 1984

Collection of Sal Canzonieri

Angry Samoans, SSD, DYS
The Channel, Boston, March 1982

Collection of Rev. Hank Peirce

D.O.A., Agnostic Front, Iron Cross
Rock Hotel, New York, July, 1984

Collection of Laura Albert

Negative Approach, L-Seven 
Freezer Theater, Detroit, March 1982

Collection of Andy Wendler
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PUNX gig, Battalion Of Saints, Circle One
Rolls Royce, LA, March 1984

Collection of Sal Canzonieri

No Trend, Bent,The Mabes
B&M Lock, Albuquerque, November 1983

Collection of the author

TSOL, The FU’s, The Mighty COs
Gallery East, Boston, June 1983

Collection of Drew Stone

Descendents, Circle Jerks, Black Flag etc.
The Vex, LA, July 1980

Collection of the author

TSOL, Toxic Reasons, Antidote, 76% Uncertain
Rock Hotel, New York, 1984

Collection of the author

Kraut, Heart Attack, Fiends
Irving Plaza, New York, April 1982

Collection of Laura Albert

Poison Idea, The Accused, The Fags
13th Precinct, Seattle, June 1984

Collection of the author

Misfits, Necros, Violent Apathy
Eagles Lodge #526, Kalamazoo, MI, September 1982

Collection of Andy Wendler
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BIG BOYS

BLACK FLAG
SOCIAL DISTORTION

FLIPPER

DRI

NEGATIVE FX

THE STAINS
MDC

VERBAL ABUSE

HÜSKER DÜ

WHITE CROSS
WASTED TALENT

ARTIFICIAL PEACE BATTALION OF SAINTS NOTA

THE FAITH
TOXIC REASONS

CIRCLE ONE WASTED YOUTH

THE EFFIGIES

DEAD KENNEDYS
BAD RELIGION URBAN WASTE

7 SECONDS

US DRI DXA

VOID TSOL REBEL TRUTH

ARTICLES OF FAITH
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PART FOUR

Photo by Edward Colver
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